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"It&apos;s as if Dan was sitting right next to you with a dry erase board saying, &apos;See what I

mean?&apos; This is another must have book for the soccer lover."Ray Leone, Head Coach,

HarvardÃ‚Â #2 on Football.com&apos;s list of the Best Soccer Books for Players and Coaches.A

follow-up to the  #1 best-seller, Soccer iQ, Volume 2 is written in the same conversational and

humorous tone as its predecessor. Volume 2 is an easy read that identifies more of the most

common soccer mistakes and provides players with simple, connect-the-dots solutions that they can

immediately implement into their games. It is another must-have book for any serious soccer

player.Ã‚Â "Soccer iQ Vol. 2 gives you way more than your money&apos;s worth."Tony Amato -

Head Coach, Arizona
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There's a lot of good information in this book -- but it's not as good as volume 1 (Soccer IQ).It's not

that every chapter in volume 1 is better than any chapter in volume 2, but that there's more quality in

volume 1, which is not to imply that there's no or little quality in volume 2. I just think that if you listed

the chapters from both books on the basis of quality from 1 to 104, that you'd find 35 of the top 52

chapters in volume 1 and the other 17 in volume 2. That's good enough for a recommendation from

me with the caveat that volume 1 is better.

If you are a soccer player or coach, these books are gold. So much so that I've started bulk ordering

them and I have never done that, let alone did that to hand out to other coaches or great, upcoming,



players.

i learned more useful nuggets from Soccer IQ volumes 1 & 2 than I have from any other coaching

resource in a long while. I work hard to keep up with the game and to improve my coaching and

have amassed quite a library of books and DVDs over the year. Soccer IQ is the first resource I've

come across in a while that I purchased multiple copies of to give my staff. When Volume 2 is

available in paperback, I will purchase multiple copies of that one, too. It is every bit as good.

Thanks, Coach!Now please get to work on "Coaching IQ" asap!

Once again, Coach Dan Blank delivers on key soccer challenges in this follow-up to his first book

Soccer iQ vol. 1. He really does cover everything in both the first and second volume, so I suggest

getting both copies. For me personally, getting both books (only $10 each) is worth understanding

and helping players tackle challenges which hold them back. Really, really helpful!

Another great Dan Blank book. See my other reviews of him, but simply put.... he is a very good

writer. You can find solid technical books out there on many subjects, but when you find one that is

readable, flows, and entertaining that is very rare. I have read 3 of his books, and working through

others. Many are available through the Prime lending library on Kindle too. I do think these are

worth owning as well.

Rest assured this is not more of the same. Volume 2 contains new unique truths about the game of

soccer that will improve you as a player (or as a coach). There are many great tips in both of Dan

Blank's Soccer iQ volumes, I have no doubt I'll be reading them over and over again. After reading

this book I happened to go to the local high school soccer game where I live (Mililani, Hawaii) and

saw at least 5 failed impossible plays and 2 goal scoring opportunities lost, I wondered what if those

players had read Dan's Soccer iQ?

Great book on soccer. I also like Vol. 1 better, this one goes more into tactics whereas the first

volume had more general facts. Both were interesting and informative. This one was probably

beyond the scope our U12 rec girl in many chapters but we both read the entire book and enjoyed it.

Dan Black is my favorite author of the dozen or so soccer related books I've read lately.

A useful book for learning the game with great stories.
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